Protonation processes and electronic spectra of histidine and related ions.
A full structural assignment of the neutral, protonated, and deprotonated histidine conformers in the gas phase is presented. A total of 3024 unique trial structures were generated by all combinations of internal single-bond rotamers of these species and optimized at the B3LYP/6-311G* level and further optimized at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level. A set of unique conformers is found, and their relative energies, free energies, dipole moments, rotational constants, electron affinities, ionization energies, and harmonic frequencies are determined. The population ratio of histidine and its tautomer is 1:0.16 at 298 K. Massive conformational changes are observed due to protonation and deprotonation, and the intramolecular H-bonds are characterized with the atoms in molecules theory. The calculated proton dissociation energy, gas-phase acidity, proton affinity, and gas-phase basicity are in excellent agreement with the experiments. The deprotonation and protonation of gaseous histidine both occur on the imidazole ring, explaining the versatile biofunctions of histidine in large biomolecules. The UV spectra of neutral and singly and doubly protonated histidine are investigated with the TDDFT/B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,p) calculations. The S0-S1, S0-S2, and S0-S3 excitations of histidine are mixed pipi*/npi* transitions at 5.37, 5.44, and 5.69 eV, respectively. The three excitation energies for histidine tautomer are 4.85, 5.47, and 5.52 eV, respectively. The three excitations for protonated histidine are mainly npi* transitions at 5.45, 5.67, and 5.82 eV, respectively. The S0-S1 excitation of protonated histidine produces ImH-CbetaH2-CalphaH(COOH)-NH2+, while the S0-S2 and S0-S3 transitions produce ImH-CbetaH2-CalphaH(NH2)-(COOH)+. These data may help to understand the mechanisms of the UV fragmentation of biomolecules.